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Abstract

Warning: this paper contains content that may001
be offensive or upsetting.002

Detecting hateful, toxic, and otherwise racist003
or sexist language in user-generated online con-004
tents has become an increasingly important task005
in recent years. Indeed, the anonymity, the006
transience, the size of messages, and the dif-007
ficulty of management, facilitate the diffusion008
of racist or hateful messages across the Inter-009
net. The critical influence of this cyber-racism010
is no longer limited to social media, but also011
has a significant effect on our society : corpo-012
rate business operation, users’ health, crimes,013
etc. Traditional racist speech reporting chan-014
nels have proven inadequate due to the enor-015
mous explosion of information, so there is an016
urgent need for a method to automatically and017
promptly detect texts with racial discrimination.018
We propose in this work, a machine learning-019
based approach to enable automatic detection020
of racist text content over the internet. State-of-021
the-art machine learning models that are able022
to grasp language structures are adapted in this023
study. Our main contribution include 1) a large024
scale racial discrimination data set collected025
from three distinct sources and annotated ac-026
cording to a guideline developed by specialists,027
2) a set of machine learning models with vari-028
ous architectures for racial discrimination de-029
tection, and 3) a web-browser-based software030
that assist users to debias their texts when us-031
ing the internet. All these resources are made032
publicly available.033

Figure 1: Racist texts are automatically detected by our
system and removed from social networks

1 Introduction 034

Racism is a long-standing challenge in the world. 035

It is a type of discrimination or a violent hostility 036

towards a human group because of their skin color, 037

their supposed race, their origin, their philosophi- 038

cal or religious convictions, etc (Gelber and Stone, 039

2007). Even if it is publicly condemned, it is often 040

tolerated due to its virtual context on the web. On- 041

line racist speech is rapidly increasing worldwide, 042

as nearly 60% of the world’s population (estimated 043

to be 7.8 billion by March 2020 1) communicates 044

on social media. According to Alatawi et al. (2020), 045

studies have shown that almost 53% of Americans 046

have experienced online hate and harassment. This 047

result is 12% higher than the results of a compa- 048

rable questionnaire conducted in 2017 (Duggan, 049

2017). For younger teens, the results show that 050

21% of teens frequently encounter hate speech on 051

social media (Clement, 2019). 052

As social media has become an essential part of 053

our society today through which people communi- 054

cate and exchange information on a daily basis, and 055

through which many companies and organizations 056

reach out to their customers to promote their prod- 057

ucts to them and ensure their satisfaction; racist 058

texts therefore harm the experience of regular users, 059

affect the business of online companies, and can 060

even have serious real-life consequences (negative 061

mental health outcomes such as depression, anxi- 062

ety, and emotional stress, as well as negative phys- 063

ical health outcomes such as high blood pressure 064

and low birth weight babies) (Hasanuzzaman et al., 065

2017). Although social media service providers 066

now have policies to control these deviant behav- 067

iors, they are rarely followed by users (Alatawi 068

et al., 2020). Though many providers allow users 069

to report inappropriate contents on their platforms 070

(Alatawi et al., 2020), many such contents may 071

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_
population
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still go undiscovered due to the enormous volume072

of data on these platforms. Some countries have073

introduced restrictions on the use of social media,074

and others have taken legal action regarding of-075

fensive contents. However, these punishment may076

be not sufficient due to the anonymous nature of077

these platforms, which allows users to share harm-078

ful content using pseudonyms or false identities079

fearlessly. Assessing the levels of cyberhate on080

the internet would also help prevent some violence081

(Burnap and Williams, 2016), as perpetrators can082

be stopped before the violence occur by examining083

online messages that give strong indications of the084

intent to commit a crime (Alatawi et al., 2020).085

Studies have focused on detecting different types086

of hate speech, such as detecting cyber-bullying, of-087

fensive language, antisemitism, sexism, or targeted088

hate speech in general (Alatawi et al., 2020). How-089

ever, less attention was given to detecting racism090

at large scale. Even more complicated, almost all091

of the previous work uses small-scale and often092

non-public data sets. To overcome this problem093

of cyber-hate, among others, some organization094

hire specialists to analyze the contents to determine095

whether it is appropriate or not. In this case, unde-096

sirable content is only removed after it is published.097

The analysis and removal process can take days,098

depending on the number of analysts available and099

the size of the content to be analyzed. Other classi-100

cal detection methods rely on blacklists and regular101

expressions to filter out user-posted content. These102

methods are inefficient since a text can contain the103

terms present in the said blacklists without being104

offensive or racist.105

Given the limitations mentioned above, we pro-106

pose in this work scalable models for automatic de-107

tection of racist text on the Internet. We experiment108

with several types of models, namely SVMs trained109

on the representations extracted with the bag-of-110

words and the TF-IDF, recurrent and convolutional111

models, transformer-based models such as BERT112

(Devlin et al., 2019) and one of its variants based113

on Transformers with Competitive Ensembles of114

Independent Mechanisms, briefly TIM (Lamb et al.,115

2021). These models are trained and evaluated on116

a newly collected dataset extracted from three data117

sources (Fox News, Breitbart News, Youtube) and118

annotated by three separate annotators according to119

a guideline developed by specialists. This dataset,120

consisting of about 80K examples, will be released121

for future research related to this work. We also122

developed a software solution that can be used by 123

multiple users simultaneously around the world. 124

2 Dataset 125

2.1 Data collection 126

The dataset used in this work contains 82187 en- 127

glish sentences (with the average sentiment score 128

of -0.118, ranging from -0.999 to 0.996), extracted 129

from three sources 2 : Fox News (39408 sentences, 130

with the average sentiment score of -0.076, rang- 131

ing from -0.995 to 0.992), Breitbart News (38501 132

sentences, with the average sentiment score of - 133

0.151, ranging from -0.999 to 0.991) and Youtube 134

(4278 sentences, with the average sentiment score 135

of -0.201, ranging from -0.99 to 0.996). Senti- 136

ment scores were calculated with the pre-trained 137

sentiment analyzer called VADER (Valence Aware 138

Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner) (Hutto and 139

Gilbert, 2014), from NLTK (Bird et al., 2009). This 140

dataset was obtained from online news media us- 141

ing a programmed web crawler based on Scrapy 142

framework 3 with all crawled data stored in Post- 143

greSQL database in a similar way as in (Onabola 144

et al., 2021). 145

2.2 Data Annotation 146

The sentences were annotated by freelancers using 147

Amazon Mechanical Turk 4. For each sentence, 148

three annotators were assigned to give an integer 149

value between 0 and 5, thus designating the level of 150

racism (0 for sentences without any racial discrim- 151

ination, and 5 for sentences with extreme racial 152

discrimination). In addition, each annotator as- 153

sociated to the proposed score, an integer value 154

between 0 and 10 characterizing their level of con- 155

fidence for its score (0 for "not sure at all" and 10 156

for "extremely sure"). 157

Thus, for each example in the dataset, we had 158

two vectors: [s1, s2, s3] denoting the different 159

scores and [c1, c2, c3] denoting the different con- 160

fidence levels, where si ∈ J0, 5K denotes the score 161

given by annotator number i and ci ∈ J0, 10K the 162

confidence level given by this annotator for its score 163

si (i ∈ {1, 2, 3}). The final score was computed as 164

2This is a non-commercial research project and we may
use and publish this data for research purposes only (all users
of this data are required to refer to the terms of service of
these data sources). The software we are developing is only a
research prototype.

3https://github.com/scrapy/scrapy
4https://www.mturk.com/
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the average of the scores weighted by their confi-165

dence level:166

s =

∑3
i=1 ci ∗ si∑3

i=1 ci
∈ [0, 5] (1)167

Once this score was obtained, we decided to have168

the final categorical label by comparing this value169

with a threshold value (λ) to transform the problem170

into a binary classification problem: the label is171

worth 1 if the score is greater than or equal to λ and172

0 otherwise. In our work, we have chosen λ as the173

median value of the set of possible score, 2.5. We174

have also tried another approach, in which once the175

real score is computed as in equation 1, we round it176

to transform the problem into a multi-class classi-177

fication problem (6 classes here, {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}):178

if the score is in the format a.b, then the associated179

label is worth a if b < 5 and a+ 1 otherwise.180

2.3 Data processing181

There are multiple steps in the data processing182

pipeline. First, we converted sentences into tokens183

using moses library (Hoang and Koehn, 2008). Sec-184

ond, we replace unicode letter and punctuation with185

space, remove non-printing character, lowercase,186

and accent. Thirdly, we proceed to tokenize and187

format the data using the scripts provided in Moses188

(Hoang and Koehn, 2008). Lastly, we used the Byte189

Pair Encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016) algorithm190

to build our vocabulary. We fixed the maximum191

length of sentences (after BPE) to 200, because the192

maximum length of sentences after pre-processing193

the data was 198. See table 5 for the number of194

BPE codes used and the vocabulary sizes. Addi-195

tional information on the pre-processing steps is196

given in section A.3.2. For the pre-training of lan-197

guage models, we divided the data into three parts198

: 80% as training data, 10% as validation data and199

10% as test data (table 4).200

3 Models201

3.1 Pre-training202

Pre-training is the process to tune model param-203

eters for better capturing of data latent structures204

usually with unlabelled data. In this study, we205

pre-train all our transformer based models using206

the masked language modelling (MLM) algorithm207

(Devlin et al., 2019). MLM is based on denoising208

auto-encoding (Vincent et al., 2008). More pre-209

cisely, for a text sequence x, MLM first constructs210

a corrupted version x̂ by randomly assigning to a211

part (e.g. 15%) of the tokens of x a special symbol 212

[MASK]. The objective of the learning is to re- 213

construct the masked tokens x̄ from x̂, by minimiz- 214

ing the loss −log p(x̄|x̂) ≈iid −log
∏

xi∈x̄ p(xi|x̂) 215

= −
∑|x|

i=1 1xi∈x̄ log p(xi|x̂) 216

The basic model here is BERT (Devlin et al., 217

2019). In addition to the (Vaswani et al., 2017) 218

transformer-based BERT model, we used TIM 219

(Lamb et al., 2021) based one, with (TIM-Comp) 220

and without (TIM-NoComp) competition (Lamb 221

et al., 2021). Indeed, the initial architecture of the 222

transformer represents each position in the input in- 223

formation with a large monolithic hidden represen- 224

tation and a single set of parameters that are applied 225

on the whole hidden representation. This does not 226

allow for efficient learning of unrelated sources of 227

information in the input, and limits its ability to 228

capture independent mechanisms. To overcome 229

this problem, TIM divides the hidden representa- 230

tion and parameters into several mechanisms that 231

exchange information only through attention; and 232

proposes a competition mechanism that encourages 233

these mechanisms to specialize along the model 234

training, and thus to be more independent (Lamb 235

et al., 2021). 236

We evaluate our models with two metrics: MLM 237

perplexity (ppl) and accuracy (acc). See the section 238

A for the training setting and the number of param- 239

eters of each model. The results of the pre-training 240

of the models are reported in the section A.4.4. 241

3.2 Classification 242

Transfer learning is a technique where a deep learn- 243

ing model trained on a large dataset is used to per- 244

form similar tasks on another dataset. Here, we 245

pre-train and fine-tune our transformer-based mod- 246

els on the same dataset. During training, a special 247

token [CLS] is added at the beginning of each 248

sequence. Let N be the initial sequence length 249

(without [CLS]) and E the embedding dimension. 250

The transformer-encoder will produce a latent rep- 251

resentation H ∈ R(N+1)×E , and the first element 252

h ∈ RE of H , corresponding to the latent represen- 253

tation of the classification token [CLS], will be fed 254

to the classifier. 255

In addition to fine-tuning our pre-trained models, 256

we trained three other deep models: RNN (Hop- 257

field, 1982; Graves, 2008), LSTM (Hochreiter and 258

Schmidhuber, 1997), and CNN (LeCun et al., 1990; 259

Lecun et al., 1998). These models directly pro- 260

duce a latent representations h ∈ RE which are 261
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directly fed to the classifier. We initialized the262

word embedding layer of these three models with a263

pre-trained Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) model:264

glove.840B.300d 5.265

A linear classification layer was added to the266

output of each of these models to perform classifi-267

cation. We used a one-layer feed forward network268

as classifier in our work.269

For binary classification, the classifier is used to270

transform h to a real value p between 0 and 1 by us-271

ing the sigmoid function, representing the probabil-272

ity of ground truth label y ∈ {0, 1} being assigned273

to the input text x, as follows: p = p(y = 1|x) =274

sigmoid(Wh+ b) and p(y = 0|x) = 1− p where275

W⊤ ∈ RE and b ∈ R are parameters to optimize.276

The model is then trained to minimize the binary277

cross entropy loss −y log(p)− (1− y) log(1− p).278

At test time, the resulting predicted label is com-279

pute as follows: ŷ = argmaxi∈{0,1}p(y = i|x).280

In the multiclass approach, the j-th softmax281

output of the neural net is qi = p(y = i|x) =282
exp(oi)∑6

j=1 exp(oj)
with o = Wh + b ∈ R6 the out-283

put logit (unnormalize probability distribution) of284

the classifier, W ∈ R6×E and b ∈ R6 the pa-285

rameters to optimize, q ∈ R6 the output softmax286

of the classifier (normalize probability distribu-287

tion). We construct a weighted target distribution288

p ∈ RM over the M = 6 star-values (discrete289

scores of the human labelers) as follows: pj =290 ∑3
i=1 1si=j ci, pj =

pj∑M
k=1 pk

to normalize. The291

model is trained to minimize the weighted cross-292

entropy loss −C
∑M

j=1 pj log qj where C =293 ∑3
i=1 ci
30 . The reason for weighting by C is that294

if the labelers are more certain overall then we295

have a larger gradient (and vice-versa), and the rea-296

son for /30 is just for keeping the loss within a297

reasonable range. At test time, the resulting pre-298

dicted real-valued score for how biased the input299

is compute as the expected score: ŝ =
∑M

j=1 j qj300

(to get a number between 0 and 1, we just divide301

by the number of stars M ). In addition, we also302

get a confidence score about the predicted score:303

ĉ =
log(M)+

∑M
j=1 pj log qj

log(M) = 1+
∑M

j=1 pj log qj
log(M) (will304

be 1 if the network is 100% sure about the correct305

score number of stars and 0 if it is completely clue-306

less and outputs a uniform distribution).307

We also trained an SVM classifier on repre-308

sentations extracted with BOW and TF-IDF. In309

5https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/
glove/

this case, the ground truth label is computed as 310

described in the section 2.2 (which corresponds 311

to argmaxj∈J0,5Kpj in the multiclass approach, 312

pj =
∑3

i=1 1si=j). 313

4 Results 314

4.1 Racial discrimination data collected 315

Figure 2 shows the distribution of classes for each 316

data source (see also tables 13 and 12). We can 317

notice a very low presence of extreme classes (0 318

and 5). 319

Figure 2: In green, we have the normalized histogram
representing the distributions of each score. In red, the
bar chart represents the percentage of occurrences of
each class in the dataset.

We used Kappa coefficients (Cohen, 1960) and 320

Krippendorff’s alpha coefficient (Krippendorff, 321

2013) to measure the agreement between annota- 322

tors. The values obtained are presented in table 323

3). 324

4.2 Model performance for bias racial 325

discrimination classification 326

For simplicity, we will designate our models by 327

the following letters : A = Bert with normal trans- 328

former pre-trained on the racially biased corpus, 329

B = Bert with TIM-NoCom pre-trained on the 330

racially biased corpus, C = Bert with TIM-Com 331

pre-trained on the racially biased corpus, D = Pre- 332

trained google Bert-base-uncased (hugging face 333

transformers (Wolf et al., 2020)), E = RNN, F = 334

LSTM, G = CNN, H = SVM on top of Bag of word, 335

I = SVM on top of TF-IDF. The results obtained 336

on test data are presented in table 1 for binary clas- 337

sification and table 2 for multi-class classification. 338

These results were obtained by training the mod- 339

els several times with different random seeds, and 340

taking the average of the obtained values (with the 341

associated standard deviation). 342
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accuracy F1-score
A 68.80 ± 0.04 64.69 ± 11.91
B 68.82 ± 0.03 62.56 ± 10.95
C 68.81 ± 0.04 68.93 ± 12.61
D 68.83 ± 0.00 81.53 ± 00.00
E 68.77 ± 0.04 56.20 ± 00.08
F 68.21 ± 0.03 60.50 ± 00.10
G 68.10 ± 0.01 56.71 ± 00.01
H 68.83 ± 0.00 56.12 ± 00.00
I 68.82 ± 0.00 56.12 ± 00.00

Table 1: Accuracy and F1-score for fine-tuning ap-
proach, binary classification

accuracy F1-score
A 43.32 ± 0.12 38.56 ± 00.16
B 43.40 ± 0.07 41.48 ± 11.70
C 43.48 ± 0.04 38.36 ± 00.08
D 43.47 ± 0.00 60.60 ± 00.00
E 43.42 ± 0.06 38.28 ± 00.11
F 43.40 ± 0.07 49.36 ± 11.24
G 43.46 ± 0.01 54.98 ± 09.72
H 43.47 ± 0.00 60.60 ± 00.00
I 43.46 ± 0.00 60.60 ± 00.00

Table 2: Accuracy and F1-score for fine-tuning ap-
proach, multi-class classification

5 Related work343

Much work has been done in the past to detect hate-344

ful, offensive, and otherwise racist speech. Greevy345

and Smeaton (2004) use support vector machines346

(SVMs) (Hearst, 1998) to automatically catego-347

rize web pages as racist or not. To do this, they348

compared different feature representations, look-349

ing at bag-of-words (BOW) and bi-gram-of-words350

models, and then trained an SVM on each represen-351

tation to identify the most productive method and352

representation for detecting racism. They obtained353

higher accuracy of the BOW representation on the354

test set than the bigrams: 87.33% versus 84.77%.355

Hasanuzzaman et al. (2017) defines hate speech356

as "speech or expression that is likely to instill357

or incite hatred or prejudice against a person or358

group of persons based on race, nationality, eth-359

nicity, country of origin, ethno-religious identity,360

religion, sexuality, gender identity or sex" (Gelber361

and Stone, 2007). To detect racial bias in tweets,362

they use demographic embeddings (Bamman et al.,363

2014), i.e., they focus on the demographic charac-364

teristics (age, gender, and location) of Twitter users365

to learn demographic word embeddings following 366

the ideas of (Bamman et al., 2014) for geographi- 367

cally situated language. 368

Warner and Hirschberg (2012) first propose the 369

definition of what constitutes hate speech, a defini- 370

tion that raises many questions to be answered in or- 371

der to annotate a corpus and develop a coherent lin- 372

guistic model. They use data from Yahoo! (from its 373

newsgroup posts that readers had found offensive) 374

and the American Jewish Congress (AJC) (consist- 375

ing of pointers to websites identified as offensive). 376

The authors begin by constructing a classifier for 377

anti-Semitic (anti-Jewish) speech. To do this, they 378

selected paragraphs containing words related to Ju- 379

daism and Israel (9,000 paragraphs). Then, they 380

removed some sentences: incomplete sentences, 381

sentences with only one word or more than 64 382

words. Next, they identified seven (07) categories 383

to which the labelers were to assign each paragraph: 384

anti-Semitic, anti-black, anti-Asian, anti-woman, 385

anti-Muslim, anti-immigrant, or other-hate. These 386

other categories were designed to study the correla- 387

tion (mutual information) between anti-Semitism 388

and other stereotypes. The role of the labelers was 389

therefore to assign one or more of the seven la- 390

bels to each paragraph and to group South Asia, 391

Southeast Asia, China, and the rest of Asia into 392

the "anti-Asian" category. The anti-immigrant cat- 393

egory was used to label xenophobic speech in Eu- 394

rope and the United States. The other category 395

was used most often for anti-gay and anti-white 396

speech, the frequency of which did not warrant 397

its own categories. In the end, the authors had 398

1000 paragraphs labeled by three different anno- 399

tators. The Fleiss kappa inter-rater agreement for 400

anti-Semitic paragraphs versus other paragraphs 401

was 0.63. They used the model-based strategy pre- 402

sented in (Yarowsky, 1994) to generate features 403

from the corpus, which they later fed into an SVM 404

classifier. In this model, each feature is dimen- 405

sioned in a feature vector, with the label treated as 406

a sign: 1 for anti-Semitic and -1 otherwise. Their 407

best accuracy was 94%. Despite the performance 408

obtained, this work does not focus on the issue of 409

racism. 410

Nobata et al. (2016) point out that detecting lan- 411

guage abuse is a more difficult task than one might 412

think. Indeed, the noisy nature of the data, com- 413

bined with the need for knowledge of the world, 414

makes it not only a difficult task to automate, but 415

also potentially difficult for people. Here are some 416
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difficulties pointed out by the authors, adapted417

here in the context of racist content : 1) More418

than just spotting keywords (intentional obfusca-419

tion of words and phrases to escape manual or420

automatic verification often makes detection dif-421

ficult, and could lead to false positives. 2) It is422

difficult to track all racial or minority slurs (for423

example, for a blacklist-based classifier, the black-424

list should not be static and should therefore be425

regularly updated to keep up with changing lan-426

guage, as some slurs that may be unacceptable to427

one group may be quite correct to another group,428

so the context of the blacklisted word is crucial429

(Warner and Hirschberg, 2012)); 3) Abusive lan-430

guage can actually be quite fluid and grammatical431

5) Abusiveness or racism can cross sentence bound-432

aries 6) Sarcasm (stinging or belligerent ironic433

mockery). They extracted and annotated data from434

three sources: Yahoo!, Finance and News. To build435

their classification model, they used four categories436

of features, namely n-grams, lexical features, syn-437

tactic features, and word-&comment-level embed-438

dings. They found that character-level n-grams439

contributed the most to the accuracy of the model.440

In (Burnap and Williams, 2016), the authors con-441

struct cyberhate speech classifiers for texts that442

target individuals or social groups based on race,443

gender, or handicap. Because hate crimes have444

been shown to increase after antecedent or "trig-445

ger" events (King and SUTTON, 2013), the authors446

collected Twitter data for a period immediately fol-447

lowing the selected "trigger" events. They chose448

Twitter as a data source because it differs from449

other online social networks, such as Facebook450

and Google, in that the posts are widely public,451

programmatically accessible, and free to academic452

researchers. They explored a number of potential453

features to build their classification algorithm: bag454

of words, lexicon of hateful terms, and typed de-455

pendencies. Using these features, they compared456

SVM classification and random forest classifica-457

tion (with 100 trees), and found that the former458

performed better than the latter. They also com-459

pared using classifiers trained on each category460

of hate speech to using a single classifier trained461

on data covering all categories. As expected, the462

specialized classifiers performed better than their463

multi-category counterparts.464

The authors of (Alatawi et al., 2020) work on465

the detection of white supremacist tweets. To do466

so, they collected about 1M tweets from white467

supremacist accounts and tagged about 2000 sub- 468

sets of the data corpus to build a white supremacist 469

dataset. Their first proposed approach uses em- 470

bedding domain-specific words learned from the 471

corpus and then classifies the tweets using a two- 472

way LSTM: this approach yielded F1 scores rang- 473

ing from 49.2% to 74.8% depending on the corpus. 474

Their second approach uses a pre-trained linguistic 475

model that is fine-tuned on the white supremacy 476

dataset using the dense layer of the neural network: 477

the F1 scores of the BERT linguistic model range 478

from 58.7% to 79.6%. 479

The major limitations of these works are as fol- 480

lows. First, they do not make their data and their 481

solution public (source codes, pre-trained models, 482

etc). Second, the data in question can be considered 483

obsolete to answer the current problematic, since 484

the forms of racism (or more globally of discrimi- 485

nations) and their manifestation evolve with time. 486

Third, the authors do not report any deployment of 487

their solution for public use. 488

Many other works have focused on the develop- 489

ment of new datasets: SOCIAL BIAS FRAMES, 490

Reasoning about Social and Power Implications 491

of Language (Sap et al., 2020), REALTOXICI- 492

TYPROMPTS: Evaluating Neural Toxic Degen- 493

eration in Language Models (Gehman et al., 2020), 494

BiasCorp (Onabola et al., 2021), etc. Our work 495

directly follows the one of (Onabola et al., 2021), 496

since our dataset is annotated along the same guide- 497

line as their. 498

6 Discussion 499

In this work, we proposed methods automatic de- 500

tection of racial discrimination in online text con- 501

tent. To do this, we have studied several mod- 502

els, namely SVMs trained on the representations 503

extracted with the bag-of-words and the TI-IFD, 504

recurrent (RNN and LSTM) and convolutional 505

(CNN) models, transform-based models such as 506

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and one of its variants 507

based on TIM : TIM-Com and TIM-NoCom (Lamb 508

et al., 2021). These models are trained and evalu- 509

ated on datasets automatically extracted from three 510

data sources (Fox News, Breitbart News, Youtube) 511

and annotated according to a guideline developed 512

by specialists. Technical details about the software 513

solution developed are given in the appendix. 514
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A Appendix 699

A.1 Limitations and Risks 700

Limitations The efforts of this work were fo- 701

cused more on the development of the dataset than 702

on the development of new model architectures for 703

detecting racial discrimination in texts, and the re- 704

sults obtained demonstrate the need for future work 705

on specialized models for this task on this dataset. 706

Indeed, of all the models used in this work, none 707

significantly outperformed the others in terms of 708

accuracy. 709

Risks The performance of the models were not 710

perfect, therefore, applying in real world use cases 711

will lead to certain level of inaccuracy. 712

A.2 Chrome extension 713

The detection system is made of two components: 714

a browser extension itself and a Web API on which 715

our model is deployed. The extension retrieves the 716

text and sends it to the API via an http request. The 717

API queries the model and sends back the answer 718

that the extension displays. 719

A.3 Dataset 720

A.3.1 Agreement between our annotators 721

• A1 : we consider the scores without the de- 722

grees of confidence 723
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Figure 3: Activity diagram representing the functioning
of our system

• A2 : we consider the annotators two by two724

and compute their final score with the for-725

mula of the equation 1 (average of the scores726

weighted by the degrees of confidence)727

• A3 : we proceed as described in the first dash,728

but considering three possible classes for each729

annotator: if the confidence level is strictly730

lower than 5, return 2 (unknow), otherwise731

return 1 if the score is higher than 2.5 (biased732

sentence) and 0 otherwise (unbiased sentence)733

(1, 2) (1, 3) (2, 3)
A1 0.03, 0.05 0.04, 0.05 0.03, 0.05
A2 0.21, 0.46 0.21, 0.47 0.21, 0.47
A3 0.0, 0.07 0.06, 0.08 0.07, 0.09

Table 3: Agreement between our annotators : for any
pair (a, b), a represents the Kappa coefficient and b the
Krippendorff’s alpha coefficient

A.3.2 Cleaning details734

The following pre-processing steps were applied735

to the data as they are neither necessary for model736

pre-training nor for racial bias classification :737

• the sentences have been put in lower case let-738

ters739

• unicode characters (like <u+00a0>740

<u+00af>, <u+00a0> <u+00b0> ...) and741

html taged have been removed742

• signs of punctuation have been replaced by743

the space744

• url, email, phone number, number, digits745

and currency symbol have been replaced re-746

spectively by the symbols <url>, <email>,747

<phone>, <number>, <digit>, <cur>748

(thanks to the clean-text 6 library)749

6https://github.com/jfilter/clean-text

We also removed nearly 3265 sentences of 750

length < 2 for the data used to pre-train the models 751

for the MLM task. 752

The maximum sentence length over the whole 753

corpus has decreased from 369 to 198 after these 754

steps. 755

A.4 Pre-training of language models 756

A.4.1 Data and vocabulary size 757

Train (80%) Test (10%) Valid (10%)
All 34985 4374 4373
Fox 16784 2098 2098
BB 16415 2052 2052

Table 4: Statistics on training, validation and test data;
for pre-training, according to the sources considered

Datasouce #BPE code vocab. size
All 2000 (∼ small) 2054
All 20000 (∼ large) 17984
Fox 500 572
BB 500 571
Youtube 100 117

Table 5: Size of the BPE vocabulary as a function of the
number of PBE codes

A.4.2 Training setting 758

• Stopping criterion: terminate the experiment 759

if the stopping criterion (we used the MLM 760

perplexity) on the validation data does not 761

improve for 10 consecutive epochs 762

• Validation metrics (when to save the best 763

model) : each time the perplexity on the val- 764

idation data improves, we saved the model 765

parameters as the best version of the model 766

• fraction of words for which we have to make 767

a prediction : 0.15 768

• fraction of words to mask, keep and random- 769

ize among the words to predict : 0.8, 0.1 and 770

0.1 respectively 771

• optimizer : we used Adam (Kingma and Ba, 772

2017) with initial learning rate of 0.0001 773

• maximum norm for gradient clipping (Pas- 774

canu et al., 2013) : 5 775

• activation : Gelu (Hendrycks and Gimpel, 776

2020) 777

9
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• dropout rate (Srivastava et al., 2014) : 0.1778

• Bert (we trained the Bert-base model): 12779

layers, 12 attention heads and an embed-780

ding/hidden dimension of 768 (H)781

• hidden dimension of feed forward layers :782

2048783

• TIM: following (Lamb et al., 2021), we re-784

placed all layers of the transformer encoder,785

except the first two layers and the last layer,786

by TIM layers (ns = 2 mechanisms, Hc =787
nheads
ns

)788

A.4.3 Number of Parameters789

NT : Normal Transformer (Devlin et al., 2019)790

a. Models trained on the entire data set791

Models 2000 codes 20000 codes
NT 68142086 80392256
TIM-NoComp 38054168 50304338
TIM-Comp 48712472 60962642

Table 6: Number of parameters per model as a function
of the number of BPE codes used on the whole dataset

b. Models trained on separate sources792

See the table 7. We did not focus on Youtube793

in the pre-training because its size was too794

small for this task.795

Models Fox BB
NT 67002428 67001659
TIM-NoComp 36914510 36913741
TIM-Comp 47572814 47572045

Table 7: Number of parameters per model for each data
source

A.4.4 Results796

These are the acronyms used in the following tables797

: ST for "Stopped Converging" (after that the model798

stopped converging), NBVS for "Not a better val-799

idation score" (when the model has not improved800

over a number of epochs), ↓ for "smaller is bet-801

ter" and ↑ for "higher is better". The results are802

presented in tables 8, 9, 10 and 11.803

A.5 Classification804

A.5.1 Data : class distributions805

See tables 13 (multi-class classification) and 12806

(binary classification).807

A.5.2 Models 808

We trained two-layer bidirectional recurrent mod- 809

els, with a hidden dimension of 256 for the RNN 810

(also CNN) and 75 for the LSTM (with 256 the 811

overfitting was too high). Concerning the convo- 812

lutional models, we used 100 output channels and 813

kernels of sizes 3, 4 and 5 (3, 4 and 5-gram). 814

We also used BOW and TF-IDF to build vec- 815

tor representations of our data (vectorization), then 816

trained a Linear Kernel SVM classifier on these 817

features. For BOW, we set the vocabulary size to 818

20000. We used scipy.sparse 7 to store the extracted 819

representations with BOW because of their sparse 820

nature. For TF-IDF, we use class TfidfVectorizer 8 821

from scikit-learn, and the training corpus to train 822

a vectorizer. We filtered out too rare words (occur 823

less than in 5 titles) and too frequent words (oc- 824

cur more than in 90% of the sentences). We use 825

bigrams along with unigrams in our vocabulary. 826

A.5.3 Experiment settings 827

We evaluated our models using accuracy, f1-score 828

We use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2017) as optimizer, 829

with an initial learning rate of 0.0001 and weight 830

decay (Cortes et al., 2012) rate of 0.01 for all our 831

models. The loss function here is the (binary, for 832

the binary version of our classification task) cross- 833

entropy loss with logits. We used a dropout (Sri- 834

vastava et al., 2014) probability of 0.1 for all our 835

deep models, and Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2017) as a 836

framework. The models were trained on one 48GB 837

NVIDIA Quadro RTX 8000 GPU and a 11GB 838

NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti. 839

A.5.4 Additionnal Experiments 840

In addition to fine-tuning, we tried feature extrac- 841

tion, in the in-distribution testing setting. In this 842

approach, no model among the pre-trained models 843

really outperformed the other: indeed, with this 844

approach, all models underfitted the data and failed 845

in the generalization of the task. 846

In the fine-tuning approach (direct training for 847

non-pre-trained models), despite adjusting the val- 848

ues of the hyperparameters (dropout, number of 849

parameters), the following models also underfit- 850

ted the data: RNN, CNN, BERT, and TIM-Com. 851

On the other hand, LSTM and TIM-NoCom have 852

overfitted the data. 853

7https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/
reference/sparse.html

8sklearn.feature_extraction.text.TfidfVectorizer.html
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Models Epochs time
(hh:min:ss) MLM-accuracy ↑ MLM-perplexity

(likelihood) ↓ Remark

Test Valid Test Valid
NT 8 03:24:29 29.773 30.030 39.792 39.438 ST

TIM-NoComp 8
11

02:42:15
03:43:16

32.238
35.719

32.706
36.268

32.432
28.240

32.417
27.955

-
ST

TIM-Comp
8
11
-

03:41:28
05:04:44
06:55:19

30.665
36.270
38.032

31.340
36.163
37.760

35.592
26.937
32.395

34.886
27.281
32.058

-
ST

NBVS (8/10)

Table 8: MLM accuracies and perplexities for the models trained on all data, with 2000 BPE codes

Models Epochs time
(hh:min:ss) MLM-accuracy ↑ MLM-perplexity

(likelihood) ↓ Remark

Test Valid Test Valid
NT 6 01:23:14 18.145 17.699 315.074 320.499 ST

TIM-NoComp 6 01:09:33 20.041 19.896 218.319 221.323 ST

TIM-Comp 6
8

01:36:14
02:08:22

19.591
21.444

19.625
21.500

230.818
213.367

230.643
219.918

-
ST

Table 9: MLM accuracies and perplexities for the models trained on all data, with 20 000 BPE codes

Using these two models that overfitted the data854

(LSTM and TIM-NoCom), the cross-validation855

technique (k-fold, with k equal to 20% of the data)856

and a higher dropout probability (around 0.5), we857

observed a reduction of the overfitting, but not a858

real increase of the models’ performance. We ob-859

served the same phenomenon when reducing the860

size of the model (a smaller size of the hidden861

representations precisely, and fewer layers of trans-862

former encoders and multi-headed attention in the863

particular case of TIM-NoComp).864

We also used EDA, Easy Data Augmentation865

Techniques (Wei and Zou, 2019), to artificially aug-866

ment our data: deletions, replacement, and permu-867

tation of some words, as well as replacement of868

words by their synonyms. This technique degraded869

the performance of our models.870

Since the dataset was unbalanced in terms of871

classes, we practiced up-sampling (down-sampling872

was impossible here, because doing so, we end up873

with a dataset of 6x687 = 4122 examples, since the874

class with the smallest number of occurrences ap-875

pears 687 times in the dataset, class 5). To this, we876

coupled the use of FocalLoss (Lin et al., 2018) (a877

variant of cross-entropy that takes into account the878

distribution of classes) and weight training (penaliz-879

ing majority classes while overestimating minority880

ones). This had the effect of adjusting the confu-881

sion matrix without contributing to the increase in882

performance. 883

Among the above-mentioned techniques, many 884

others have been used to try to combat these phe- 885

nomena preventing the proper training of our mod- 886

els, but have not changed much on the final per- 887

formance. For example, we have, among other 888

things: 889

• fine-tuning only k layers in the case of 890

transformer-based models: we varied k, some- 891

times selecting the last k layers, sometimes 892

selecting k layers randomly. 893

• combine classification and pre-training: one 894

approach where we do a pre-training step, 895

then a classification step and so on; another 896

where we combine both simultaneously, i.e. 897

the sentence with the masked tokens is passed 898

to the transformer encoder and then the ob- 899

tained representation is sent to two different 900

classification layers, one for racial bias classi- 901

fication and the other for MLM. 902

• add one-dimensional bottleneck layer before 903

the classification layer, to force the different 904

classes to share information between them. 905

• add noise in the data: replace some tokens ran- 906

domly by others during training, noisy some 907

outputs. 908
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Models Epochs time
(hh:min:ss) MLM-accuracy ↑ MLM-perplexity

(likelihood) ↓ Remark

Test Valid Test Valid
NT 13 02:35:21 16.846 17.498 81.249 78.244 ST

TIM-NoComp 16
20

04:24:37
05:31:46

38.459
42.913

38.441
43.168

16.144
13.710

17.329
14.437

-
ST

TIM-Comp 16
22

03:10:50
04:22:13

40.307
46.617

39.912
46.559

14.794
11.734

15.571223
12.142027

-
ST

Table 10: MLM accuracies and perplexities for the models trained on Fox

Models Epochs time
(hh:min:ss) MLM-accuracy ↑ MLM-perplexity

(likelihood) ↓ Remark

Test Valid Test Valid
NT 13 02:35:21 16.846 17.498 81.249 78.244 ST

TIM-NoComp 13
21

02:05:34
03:22:46

37.336
44.102

37.936
45.215

17.637
14.302

17.557
13.887

-
ST

TIM-Comp
13
21
-

02:45:40
04:28:23

-

32.437
40.856

-

32.498
41.598

-

23.226
16.401

-

23.161
16.006

-

-
-

ST

Table 11: MLM accuracies and perplexities for the models trained on BB

Sources \Classes 0 1 Total
Fox 14842 24566 39408
BB 14130 24371 38501
Youtube 1545 2733 4278
Total 30517 51670 82187

Table 12: Class distributions for binary classification

• study the dataset in order to remove the sen-909

tences that seemed similar according to the910

BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002)911

• remove all processing steps done on the data.912

• try BERT variants (Roberta (Liu et al., 2019),913

XLNet (Yang et al., 2020), distilBert (Sanh914

et al., 2020), Albert (Lan et al., 2020)).915

All these techniques did not help to improve the916

performance. On the other hand :917

• by removing the extreme classes (0 and 5) in918

the data, class which were not enough repre-919

sented, we obtained the performances of the920

first row of table 14 (4 classes classification).921

• by replacing the extreme classes by their clos-922

est classes (0 by 1 and 5 by 4), then by re-923

placing each class i by i− 1, we obtained the924

performances of the second row of table 14925

(classification with 4 classes also).926

0 1 2 3 4 5 Total
375 3139 11898 16781 6890 325 39408
308 2982 11404 16314 7173 320 38501
46 292 1278 1790 830 42 4278
729 6413 24580 34885 14893 687 82187

Table 13: Class distributions for multi-class classifica-
tion

accuracy F1-score
F 56.643 72.321
F 55.6825 71.533

Table 14: Accuracy and f1-score for LSTM in 4 classes
classifications setting

A.6 Some examples from the data set 927

We present in the table 15 some examples from the 928

dataset, for different sources with different levels 929

of racial bias. 930

In this table, s is calculated as shown in equation
1, i.e.

s =
c1 × s1 + c2 × s2 + c3 × s3

c1 + c2 + c3
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Examples s (s1, c1) (s2, c2) (s3, c3) src
What are they going to tell Hispanic voters in Florida about

rejecting a Latina for the high court? Extend that thought out
to the whole country.

4.43 (4, 3) (5, 10) (4, 10) Fox

Wray noted that in 2014 Chinese hackers stole more than 21
million records from the U.S.

0.30 (3, 2) (0, 8) (0, 10) Fox

Yet another black thug, struggling with police, going for a
weapon, and shot in self defense.

3.61 (3, 9) (4, 6) (4, 8) Fox

The white liberal is the worst enemy to America, and the
worst enemy to the black man.

0.00 (0, 1) (0, 10) (0, 10) Fox

All chinese should be advised to leave the usa. 5.00 (5, 10) (5, 5) (5, 10) Fox
And my wife who was a Jew from the Island went to Buff

State and they called that Tel Aviv Tech....
4.77 (5, 9) (4, 4) (5, 5) Fox

I was able to stay sequestered at home during the pandemic
was because black women stocked the grocery shelves.

4.75 (4, 6) (5, 10) (5, 8) BB

ASK THE CHINESE HOTEL WORKERS ABOUT
MOOCH’S MOTHER ORDERING THEM AROUND

LIKE YELLOW SLAVES
4.70 (5, 10) (5, 9) (4, 8) BB

Several Orthodox Jewish men who came to the protest to
show solidarity with the Black Lives Matter movement was

assaulted and taunted with antisemitic slurs.
4.63 (3, 4) (5, 10) (5, 8) BB

Why doesn’t she use the money she’s made off of whites to
help black communities?

0.00 (0, 10) (0, 10) (0, 10) BB

I am Catholic and stand shoulder to shoulder with the Jewish
people and the State of Israel.

0.92 (0, 10) (3, 8) (0, 8) BB

Black soldiers in the Confederate militias were paid the same
as their White counterparts, were provided with provisions

and carried the banners of their regime.
2.61 (4, 4) (4, 3) (1, 6) BB

@McJohnson First of all, if you think those riots are "protests"
then you should probably take off those ridiculous sunglasses

and see what’s really going down.
2.27 (3, 5) (2, 8) (2, 5) Yt

Maaan I’ve seen looting vids but never got to see this close
and the people looting really have this stupid ass look on their

face literally they give off a stupid fuck auro that I can feel
thru the phone. Idiots. Screaming BLM and break into

black own shops.

0.00 (0, 1) (0, 10) (0, 10) Yt

V.D. Hanson is delusional, he is speaking how great America
was in its beginnings, how great of an idea it was etc. He

continues to propagate all those myths that envisage American
exceptionalism, which led to wars and conflicts and cost lives

of many Americans. He ignores the Indian massacres Bear
River, San Creek, etc. or Mexican wars and taking a huge
part of their territory when USA was forming. He does not

mention how aggressive US foreign policy was in XX century,
Iran, Iraq, S. America, as if those things had never happened.

Of course he is fully aware of them given his education.

0.2 (0, 10) (1, 5) (0, 10) Yt

I’m enjoying the NBA. Thank you, Black athletes, for
standing up against racism. We know that you hate Black

athletes so stop with the BS. You should tell that to the other
side.

5.0 (5, 7) (5, 10) (5, 7) Yt

Table 15: Some examples from the dataset (src = sources, BB = Breitbart, Yt = Youtube)
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